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Summary 

As a hybrid discipline and field of inquiry, ‘philosophy and psychiatry’ has great 

ming as an interfield study area: the ‘communication gap’ inherent in 

Chapter 1

advice of Philips to ‘show practitioners, in their language, what might be the 
ophical assumptions they are working with’, empirically trace the 

and perhaps even follow their influence on practice? Can we also take Philips’ 
further, normative step of ‘sh
assumptions don’t serve them well, and ho
practice’?

communication gap by applying a ‘common ground’ methodology accessible

ven of methods with ‘common ground’ potential: the ordinary language approach 
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and maintenance of ‘frameworks’ through which the phenomena of psychiatric 

of inquiry. Also, in order to ‘follow philosophy through practice’, knowledge of 

Latour’s actor

Chapter 2

text sequences were initially coded as ‘locations of philosophical beliefs’, with 

‘ownership’ of philosophical views may be difficult to determine. The study was 

this study does not strive to present itself as an encompassing view of ‘the’ 
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themes mentioned previously, Jaspers’ distinction between meani
explanation, and Engel’s biopsychosocial model, both recognized as high

place through a series of 4 steps: collecting audio recordings and psychiatrists’ 

In Chapter 3

rather than ‘naked’ description with respect to diagnosis in psychiatry, with 
choice. Unconscious ‘information processing’, 
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f medical improvement (where ‘improvement’ includes 

realism, denoting the participants’ prioritizing of the reality of 

Chapter 4
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taxonomic program (RDoc). With the help of Kendler’s useful distinction between

towards reality. Examples such as Frances’ epistemic conservatism, born of an 

The answer depends at least in part on the position one takes in the ‘Umpire 
debate’ on psychiatric classification. From the five umpire
known epistemic positions, the ‘middle grounds’ of weak reali

Zachar’s validity pluralism to Ghaemi’s full

d and expanded throughout the DSM’s history, complicating an 

become ‘too big to fail’, inoculated ag

. Sadler’s work proposes 
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Pincus’ system 
of ‘tribal’ classifications as a way to manage an hierarchical system of 

ties and their ‘opening up’ to societal values is both an essential element 

Would such a proposal accord with professionals’ views of science and their 

Chapter 
5

on the theoretical content of psychiatrists’ knowledge s

scheme, to more differentiated models (e.g. Schommer’s belief model) 

Epistemologically, psychiatry is less ‘hard’ and well

epistemology are more explicitly addressed in the socialization and ‘hidden 
curriculum’ literature. Contrary to the spirit of the Flexner Report, s

leading to relative neglect of the ‘voice of the lifeworld’ and of skills connect

Choice of ‘therapeutic orientation’ is also influenced by features of personality, and 
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encompassing ‘received views’ of science. Inevitably, 
society’s views of science

Chapter 6
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nowledge applied. “It does 
not need to be true to be effective.” The causal duali

phenomena there isn’t, and the clinician is free to exercise ‘non ntific’ clinical 

These psychiatrists’ psychological theoretical frameworks mostly consist of 
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‘deficit science’ point of view, or altering the basi

Chapter 7

potential to deliver the ‘enriched professionalism’ which is advocated here. The 

Dutch psychiatry’s societal recognition, requiring a professional merg

the reassertion of the profession’s medical credentials begun in the late Seventies

Douglas’, Longino’s and Kourany’s work on the place of values in science. The PS 

of (scientific) disorder concepts, as illustrated by Manning’s analysis of the DSPD 

profession’s positivist public face, an alterna

scientific and clinical knowledge (harking back to the ‘clinical realism’ espoused by 
practitioners). Jochemsen and Glas’ Normative Practice Model (NPM) provides a 

Dooyeweerd’s philosophy of dynamic, layered social practices, where normativity
is inherent in human action, and practice, at different societal levels, should ‘open 
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up’ towards the professional telos: its overarching normative mission. 

rforming the ‘negotiations’ at higher (meso and 

Practice, immanent critique, Thornton’s ‘relaxed naturalism’, and sociomaterial 

Chapter 8

jections. We noted Bolton’s observation that the disorder debate 
t conceptions, and Fulford’s claim that 

‘foundations are not to be had’, leaving us perhaps with some form of 

h as the preference for ‘suffering’ over ‘harm’, emphasizing the striving 

rplay, offered support for Austin’s adage 
that ‘the negative concept wears the trousers’: though their concep
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‘medical improvement’. Heterogeneity of the phenomena leads to legitimate 

ions. Umbrella terms like ‘dysfunction’ serve to cover for such 

sought in the fundamental aim of practice: “It works!”

This picture veers away from the tradition of aiming for ‘one definition to rule them 
all’. Disjunctive conceptualizations nevertheless

pragmatic phenomena, expressed as ‘faith towards the phenomena’.

Chapter 9
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status should be judged from a local, contextual perspective. Haslam’s ‘kinds of 
kinds’ overview of the o

values in play in an encounter in a given context, but also of ‘extra professional’ 

Chapter 10

‘under threat’ by Bhugra provoked 

professionalism as a ‘third logic’ between state and market. The normativity of the 
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approach to professionalism leads to a twist to the ‘professional autonomy’ 
concept from a defensive ‘freedom from’ to an active, normative ‘freedom to’ 

is the requirement for professionals of sound ‘ethical competency’ to add to the

wider scope for the ‘opening up’ of 

person knowledge e.g. from ‘experts by 
experience’ may serve to enhance such 

responsibility in promoting the ‘medical good’, but based on their prime moral 
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